BOX CUTTER SAFETY 101

1. Pay attention to sharp new blades and protect yourself
   - Over 1,000,000 U.S. hospital visits per year are due to hand injuries from dangerous blades.

2. Expose only enough blade to cut your material
   - Using more blade than necessary leads to injuries and damaged merchandise.

3. Ignore distractions and cut deliberately and at an angle away from your body

4. Retract the blade and store in a safe place when not in use

5. Take care when disposing of dangerous blades and use a sharps disposal box.
   - Slice® safety blades don’t require a sharps disposal box!

---

*U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) reports more than one million emergency room visits come from hand injuries each year as referenced in the article: http://safety.washingtonpost.com/employment-safety/injuries-on-the-job/


---

What cuts you: the handle or the blade?™
We redesigned both.
Try Slice® finger-friendly® blades

www.sliceproducts.com
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